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Existing person re-identification methods mainly focus on searching the target person across disjoint camera
views in a short period of time.With this setting, these methods rely on the assumption that both query and gal-
lery images of the same person have the same clothing. To tackle the challenges of clothing changes over a long
duration, this paper proposes an identity-relevance aware neural network (IRANet) for cloth-changing person
re-identification. Specifically, a human head detection module is designed to localize the human head part
with the help of the human parsing estimation. The detected human head part contains abundant identity infor-
mation, including facial features and head type. Then, rawperson images in conjunctionwith detected head areas
are respectively transformed into feature representation with the feed-forward network. The learned features of
raw person images containmore attributes of global context, meanwhile the learned features of head areas con-
tain more identity-relevance attributes. Finally, a head-guided attention module is employed to guide the global
features learned by rawperson images to focusmore on the identity-relevance head areas. The proposedmethod
achieves mAP accuracy of 25.4% on the Celeb-reID-light dataset, 19.0% on the Celeb-reID dataset, and 53.0%
(Cloth-changing setting) on the PRCC dataset, which shows the superiority of our approach for the cloth-
changing person re-identification task.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Person re-identification, a key technique in multiple object tracking
task [1,2], has a wide range of applications in intelligent surveillance,
target association, and criminal investigation. Typical person re-
identification methods are devoted to finding the target query person
from a large number of candidate gallery images in a short period of
time. Since typical person re-identification methods [3–5] are based
on the assumption that both query and gallery images of the same per-
son have the same clothing, they can be called short-term person re-
identification (ST-ReID). Though great progress has been achieved, the
ST-ReID methods cannot be well applied to more real situation where
the target person may change clothing, such as a criminal taking off
his jacket while escaping.

Cloth-changing person re-identification, short for CC-ReID, has been
a hot topic recently, due to its more generalized setting than ST-ReID.
Under this setting, numerous CC-ReID methods are proposed to over-
come the cloth-changing challenges. The cloth-changing setting
u@pku.edu.cn (H. Liu),
means that the appearance information of person will be not reliable.
To this end, existing CC-ReIDmethods try to mine the identity informa-
tion of the human body, e.g., facial information, shape characteristics,
and gait features. According to the different ways of mining identity in-
formation, these CC-ReID methods can be roughly divided into two cat-
egories, including implicit identity feature learning and explicit identity
feature learning. The implicit identity feature learning based CC-ReID
methods are often dedicated to implicitly decoupling the clothes and
shape structure. Specially, a large number of cloth-changing images
which are generated with generative adversarial network, are intro-
duced to the identity feature learning process. With these generated
cloth-changing images, the clothing agnostic model [6,7] is proposed
to learn identity-aware features by improving the intra-class compact-
ness and inter-class separation. By contrast, implicit identity learning
is less explanatory than explicit identity learning, and needs more com-
plicated models to construct the relationship between cloth-changing
samples and raw samples in the feature space.

Explicit identity feature learning based methods [8–11] aim to find
the key body regions that contain the detailed identity information of
persons. In [8], a learnable polar transformation is introduced to select
discriminant curve patterns from the contour sketch of the human
body. In [9], gait recognition as an auxiliary task is employed to drive
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the person re-identification model to learn cloth-agnostic representa-
tion by leveraging personal unique gait information. With the success
of face recognition, both Wan et al. [10] and Xue et al. [11] jointly ex-
tracted identity information from the face and body of human, and
fused them into an integrated embedding as discriminative identity
representation. As is known to all, compared with shape and gait infor-
mation, facial information is a more robust biometric cue for identifica-
tion. However, the clear front faces of persons can not be easily captured
from monitoring videos due to the large pose variations. Existing face
detection methods are also mainly utilized to detect the front faces of
persons.

In this work, an identity-relevance aware neural network (IRANet)
by mining the head information rather than front face information is
proposed for addressing CC-ReID. First, a human head detectionmodule
is designed to localize the human head without being affected by the
head pose variations, like the side and half side of the human face.
With the help of the human parsing estimation, the head area can be
correspondingly cropped from the raw person image. Then, the raw
person images and detected head areas are jointly mapped to deep fea-
ture space from global and local views. The learned features of the raw
person images contain more attributes of global context, while the fea-
tures of the detected head areas contain more identity-relevance attri-
butes. Finally, a head-guided attention module is employed to guide
the global features learned by raw person images to focus more on the
identity-relevance head areas. Extensive experiments are conducted
on the cloth-changing datasets, i.e., Cereb-reID-light, Cereb-reID and
PRCC, demonstrating the advantage of our approach.

Generally, our contributions are four-fold:

• An identity-relevance aware neural network (IRANet) is proposed to
address the cloth-changing issue in person re-identification task. A
more reliable cue for cloth-changing person re-identification is intro-
duced, by mining the identity-relevance information from head area.

• A human head detection module is designed to determine the posi-
tion of thehead and alleviate the situationwhere the face detection al-
gorithm fails to detect non-front faces.

• To guide the identity feature learning with the human head, the head
area and rawperson image are represented in the high-level semantic
feature space, respectively. A head-guided attentionmodule is further
used to highlight the head embedding in feature space.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on three large-scale cloth-
changing person re-identification datasets, i.e., Cereb-reID-light,
Cereb-reID and PRCC. Experimental results have shown that our
method achieves highermatching rates than the competingmethods.

2. Related work

2.1. Short-term person re-identification

Most short-term person re-identification (ST-ReID) approaches
focus on designingdiscriminative pedestriandescriptors and robust dis-
tance metrics [12]. Traditionally, many effective hand-crafted pedes-
trian descriptors [13,14] and distance metrics [15,16] are developed to
improve the performance of ST-ReID task. With the rapid advances of
deep learning, a vast of learning based ST-ReID methods are investi-
gated. Specifically, some researchers are dedicated to developing the
deep metric learning [17,4,18] by comparing different identities online
in the deep feature space. In addition, most ST-ReID works [5,19,20]
focus on developing more discriminative deep identity embedding
from global and local views.

Whether it is a method based on metric learning or a method based
on representation learning, the core is to mine themost critical identity
cues. To this end, Zhou et al. [21] proposed the cross-correlated atten-
tion network to explore the discriminative regions of the input person
image. Zheng et al. [22] introduced a generative adversarial network
2

to generate unlabeled samples, which regularized the supervised
model to learn more identity-relevance features. Although these
methods developed more discriminative cues for ST-ReID, they did
not consider the influence of interference factors, such as occlusion
and similar appearances. Considering the influence of the occlusion fac-
tor, Wang et al. [23] adaptively adjusted the importance of different
parts of the human body for identity representation with the help of
pose estimation. Xu et al. [24] were dedicated to addressing a more in-
teresting task, the Black ReID task, which needed identifying the target
person wearing black clothes from many candidate people wearing
black clothes. To alleviate the influence of similar appearances, they
exploited a head-shoulder descriptor to adaptively solve the situation
of pedestrians wearing black clothes. Though these twomethods allevi-
ate the uncertainty of appearances, they either only pay attention to the
situationwhere the appearance is partially obscured, or they need to in-
troduce additional clothing annotations. Comparedwith thesemethods,
this work aims to address the more challenging CC-ReID problem than
ST-ReID task. By mining the identity-relevance cue from the human
head, the proposed IRANet is more effective to cope with the clothing
variations in the long-term scenarios.

2.2. Cloth-changing person re-identification

Recently, much attention has been paid to the challenging cloth-
changing person re-identification task. To tackle the cloth-changing
challenge, the typical solution is to eliminate the interference of clothes
[25] or mine the identity-relevance cues, like facial information [10,11,
26], shape representation [6–8,27] and gait information [9]. Huang
et al. [25] collected a large-scale CC-ReID dataset with 1,052 identities,
and proposed the vector-neuron capsules to perceive cloth changes of
the same person. However, this work relies on the deeper DenseNet-
121 model [28] and the carefully designed multi-granularity features,
which are not flexible enough to generalize to unseen scenarios. By con-
trast, it is more straightforward to mine the identity-relevance cues.
However, the facial information [10,11] relies on the face detection
methods, which can not be well utilized to detect non-front faces. The
shape representations [6–8] are less explanatory and need more com-
plicated models to construct the relationship between cloth-changing
samples and raw samples in the feature space. The gait information
[9] extracted from the videos will be more accurate than that extracted
froma single image,while thiswork is devoted to addressing the image-
based CC-ReID problem. Compared with these different identity cues
mentioned above, thiswork proposes tomine the identity-relevance in-
formation from the human head area, which contains abundant facial
information and head shape. Moreover, the proposed human head de-
tectionmodule in thiswork can beused to detect non-front faces caused
by the camera view variations.

3. Methodology

3.1. Problem statement

The cloth-changing person re-identification (CC-ReID) task aims to
retrieve the target person (Query) in a set of pedestrian candidates (Gal-
lery), when the target person may change clothes. Let Q denote the
query person, and let G ¼ Giji∈ ½1, b, :::,N�f g denote the gallery set. In
gallery setG,Gi represents the i-th gallery image, andN is the total num-
ber of gallery images. By comparing Q with each gallery image in G, a
ranked list S ¼ Siji∈ ½1, 2, :::,N�f g representing similarity scores can be
further obtained. The corresponding identity label of each item in S
can be used to define whether the retrieval result is the target person
or not. This work is dedicated to developing the identity-relevance
aware representation for the comparisons among the query person
and gallery set in the high-level feature space.
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3.2. Overview of the proposed IRANet

To address the cloth-changing challenges, this paper proposes an
identity-relevance aware neural network (IRANet) for long-term per-
son re-identification scenes by mining the identity-sensitive features.
Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed IRANet. As
depicted in Fig. 1, the proposed IRANet is composed of three key mod-
ules, the human head detection (HHD) module, the feature embedding
learning module, and the head-guided attention (HGA) module. For
each input person image, the HHD module is first utilized to localize
the human head area in the input raw person image. Specifically, a
dense human parsing estimation module is used to determine the loca-
tion of the human head without considering the head orientation. The
reason why we localize the human head rather than the front face is
that person images captured by surveillance cameras undergo large
pose variations and camera view variations. According to the estimated
location of the human head, the head area can be further obtained by
cropping from the raw person image.

The human head area contains fine-grained identity cues, while the
raw person image contains more global identity cues, like the shape
representation. To this end, the raw person image and detected head
area are fed into the body embedding branch and head embedding
branch, respectively. To extract the identity features with high-level se-
mantics, both body embedding branch and head embedding branch
contain the global stream and local stream. Besides, the body embed-
ding resulted from the body embedding branch also contains the head
features. To enhance the importance of the human head in CC-ReID
task, the HGA module is used to learn a fused global feature, which is
guided by the head area. By joint supervising the body feature, head fea-
ture and fused feature with the Multi-Similarity (MS) loss LMS and
identification loss Lid, the identity-relevance aware feature embedding
for CC-ReID can be learned in this work.

3.3. The human head detection module

TheHHDmodule is designed to localize thehead area in the rawper-
son image against the different head variations. The details of the HHD

module are illustrated in Fig. 2. Let Itrain ¼ Iktrainjk∈ ½1, 2, :::,M�
n o

with C

identities denote the training set. The symbol M represents the total

number of training images. For each training image Iktrain, it will be fed
into the dense human parsing estimation component to estimate fine-
grained body parts. Specifically, with the help of the DensePosemethod
Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed identity-relevanc

3

[29] used in the dense human parsing estimation component, the

human body in Iktrain can be partitioned into 24 body parts on the
human surface. These 24 body parts are composed of the head, torso,
arms, legs, hands, and feet. In this work, both the left head and right
head are collectively called head part for simplicity. Different from
[29], we only utilize the head part for the subsequent identity feature
learning rather than 24 body parts. The dense human parsing estima-
tion is formulated as:

c�ðx, yÞ ¼ argmaxcPðcjIktrainðx, yÞÞ, ð1Þ

where (x, y) is the Cartesian coordinate of the pixel in Iktrain,
PðcjIktrainðx, yÞÞ is the probability of pixel Iktrainðx, yÞ belonging to the c-th
body part, and c*(x, y) is the predicted body part of Iktrainðx, yÞ. The posi-
tions of pixels in the head part ch can be obtained by:

Xh ¼ xjc�ðx, yÞ ¼ chf g, Yh ¼ yjc�ðx, yÞ ¼ chf g, ð2Þ

where Xh and Yh denote the all coordinates of the headpart in Iktrain in the
spatial domain. The location Ph of the head part utilized in this work can
be further defined as:

Xmin
h ,Xmax

h ¼ minðXhÞ,maxðXhÞ,
Ymin
h ,Ymax

h ¼ minðYhÞ,maxðYhÞ,
Ph ¼ ðx, yÞjXmin

h ⩽x⩽Xmax
h , Ymin

h ⩽y⩽Ymax
h

n o
,

ð3Þ

where min(·) and max(·) denote the maximum and minimum opera-
tions, respectively. With the defined location Ph of the head part, the
head area can be obtained with the appearance mapping, which is
formulated as:

Ikhead ¼ Iktrainðx, yÞjðx, yÞ∈Ph

n o
: ð4Þ

Here, the head area Ikhead is a rectangular area containing the fore-
ground of the human head and the surrounding background, like the
hair. The reason why we do not use only the foreground of the human

head as Ikhead is that the subsequent embedding branches need the regu-
lar input, like the square and rectangle in the spatial domain. Moreover,
the preserved surrounding background is useful for person re-
identification, while removing the background may affect the struc-
tured information and smoothness of an image. This phenomenon can
e aware neural network. (Best viewed in color)



Fig. 2. Illustration of the human head detection module. The serial number denotes the execution order.
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also be found in [30,31]. With the designed HHD module, the human
head with identity-relevance cues is localized in the spatial domain.

3.4. Learning body and head embedding

To extract the high-level semantic feature representation from the
human body and head, both the raw person image and the detected
head area are fed into the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) model.
In this work, an effective ST-ReID model, LightMBN [19], is employed
as the backbone network. The LightMBN utilizes the truncated OSNet
[32] as the common feature extraction part to extract the common fea-
tures F. Then, the common features are shared and fed into three dis-
tinct branches, including global branch, local branch and channel-
based branch. In the initial stages of these three branches, the remaining
layers of OSNet except for the truncated OSNet used, are employed to
extract features for each branch. Specifically, the feature FG extracted
by the initial stage in the global branch is represented as:

FG ¼ GlobalEmbeddingðFÞ: ð5Þ

Based on FG, two 512-dimensional feature vectors g and gdrop are
obtained from the global branch. The feature g is obtained by applying
2D average pooling on FG, while gdrop is obtained by applying the
DropBlock [33] and 2D max pooling on FG. The feature g contains
more global property, and the feature gdrop helps to improve the
robustness of learned features owing to the DropBlock. Similarly, the
features p1, p2 and pg representing the upper body, lower body and
global body, are extracted in the local branch following [19],
respectively. To improve the representation ability of the channels in
the CNN model, two features c1 and c2 are obtained in the channel-
basedbranch in LightMBN. In thiswork, the backbonemodelmentioned

above is used for learning the human body feature Fkbody from Iktrain. The

feature Fkbody is a set of features learned by three distinct branches
after passing each individual branch and BNNeck [34]. The structure of

Fkbody can be denoted as:
Fig. 3. Architecture of the head-guided attention (HGA) module. The term “
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Fkbody ¼ ĝ, ĝdrop, p̂1, p̂2, p̂g , ĉ1, ĉ2
n o

, ð6Þ

where^denotes the results passing BNNeck. All features in Fkbody have the
same dimension. For the head area Ikhead, we adopt a similarmodel to the
body embedding branch, but the weights are learned independently.
Specially, the channel-based branch is removed in head embedding
branch to avoid the overfitting problem. The obtained head feature
Fkhead can be denoted as:

Fkhead ¼ ĝ, ĝdrop, p̂1, p̂2, p̂g

n o
, ð7Þ

where^also denotes the results passing BNNeck, and all features in Fkhead
have the same dimension as features in Fkbody. Both Fkbody and Fkhead are
further jointly optimized in the training phase. Fkbody denotes the k-th
item in Fbody, while the Fkhead denotes the k-th item in Fhead.

3.5. Head-guided attention

Although both human body feature Fkbody and head feature Fkhead con-
tain the identity information, the highlights of these two features are

different due to the different inputs. In fact, the head area Ikhead is a

part of the raw person image Iktrain in the spatial domain. For CC-ReID,
the head area is more critical than the other parts of the human body,
since the clothes of humans may change a lot. Moreover, the image

Iktrain in addition to the head area also contains some identity informa-
tion, like body shape. To highlight the importance of the human head,
a head-guided attention (HGA) module is employed by modeling the
relations between body embedding and head embedding. The detailed
architecture of the HGA module is depicted in Fig. 3. Specifically, with

Formula (5), the global outputs of Iktrain and Ikhead in the global branch

can be obtained, respectively. Let FbodyG denote the global output of

Iktrain, and let FheadG denote the global output of Ikhead. Here, the features

FbodyG and FheadG learned by Formula (5) are used as the inputs of the
Conv 1 × 1″ denotes the convolution layer with the kernel size of 1 × 1.



Fig. 4. Examples of Celeb-reID-light, Celeb-reID and PRCC datasets. Here, two identities in
each dataset are shown, namely Person A and Person B.
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HGAmodule, since both FbodyG and FheadG are two dimensional in the spa-

tial domain. Following [35], both FbodyG and FheadG are transformed with a
convolution layer with the kernel size of 1×1 for the dimension reduc-

tion, and reshaped. Then, the similarity mask M between FbodyG and

FheadG is calculated by the matrix multiplication, a Softmax layer, and a
Global Max Pooling (GMP) layer, which is formulated as:

M ¼ GMPðSoftmaxð½C1ðFbodyG Þ�⊤C2ðFheadG ÞÞÞ, ð8Þ

where both C1 and C2 represent the convolution layer with the kernel
size of 1×1, and they have different weights. The learned similarity
mask M can reflect the position of head area in FbodyG . The fused output
FfuseG where the head area is highlighted, can be obtained by:

FfuseG ¼ M∘FbodyG þ FbodyG , ð9Þ

where “∘” denotes the channel-wise Hadamard matrix product opera-
tion, and “+” represents the residual learning scheme. With the Global
Average Pooling (GAP) layer, the output FfuseG can be further summarized
as gfuse.

3.6. Network optimization

Tomake the features Fkbody, F
k
head and gfuse learn the identity-relevance

properties, several loss functions are used for training. Following [19],
the Multi-Similarity (MS) loss LMS [36] is used to supervise the global

features ĝ, ĝdrop
n o

in Fkbody, while the identification loss is used to

supervise all features in Fkbody. The identification loss is defined as:
5

LID ¼ −logð ew
⊤f

∑ j∈½1,C�ew
⊤f j

Þ, ð10Þ

where f denotes all features in Fkbody, and w denotes the corresponding
classifiers. By contrast, the MS loss considers three types of similarities
for a person pair: a self-similarity and two relative similarities. The MS
loss is more suitable to train the deep metric learning based model.
The identification loss which contains a fully-connected layer as the
classifier, a Softmax layer, and a cross-entropy layer, is widely used to
train the person re-identification model [7,5,37].

In the head embedding branch, the identification loss is also used to

supervise all features in Fkhead. To further improve the representation
ability of the human head area, the MS loss is utilized to supervise the

features ĝ, ĝdrop, p̂1, p̂2

n o
containing both global and local features. For

the fused identity feature gfuse obtained by the HGA module, it is also
fed into theMS loss and identification loss for the identity feature learn-
ing. The overall loss function is defined as:

L ¼ αLMS þ ð1−αÞLID, ð11Þ

where α is an item that is used to balance two loss functions. To make
thewhole learning process of the proposed IRANetmore clear, the algo-
rithm flowchart of the IRANet is shown in Algorithm 1.

In the inference phase, we concatenate all global and local features

ĝ, ĝdrop, p̂1, p̂2, p̂g

n o
in Fkbody as the body embedding, andwe concatenate

all global and local features ĝ, ĝdrop, p̂1, p̂2, p̂g

n o
in Fkhead as the head em-

bedding. If the human head can be detected, both the body embedding
and head embedding will be used to calculate the distances between
query Q and gallery G. If the human head cannot be detected, such as
being affected by occlusion, then only the body embedding is used to
calculate the distances between query Q and gallery G. This type of dis-
tance calculation method is more flexible to deal with the miss-
detection and occlusion.

4. Experiments and discussions

4.1. Datasets

The extensive experiments are conducted on three large-scale CC-
ReID datasets, Celeb-reID-light [25], Celeb-reID [25], and PRCC [8]. The
examples of these three datasets are shown in Fig. 4, and the details of
these three datasets are described as follows.
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Celeb-reID-light dataset: The person images in this dataset are
crawled from the websites. Following [25], the Celeb-reID-light dataset
is partitioned into two splits. The training split contains 9,021 images
with 490 identities. In the test split, 887 images are treated as query im-
ages, and 934 images are treated as gallery set. The Celeb-reID-light
dataset is challenging since all images of each person are in different
clothes in this dataset.

Celeb-reID dataset: This dataset is larger than the Celeb-reID-light
dataset, and it contains 34,036 images with 1,052 identities. Following
[25], the Celeb-reID dataset is split into two splits for training and test-
ing. The training split contains 20,208 images with 632 identities. In the
test split, there are 2,972 query images and 11,006 gallery images. More
than 70% of the images of each identity in the Celeb-reID dataset show
different clothes on average.

PRCC dataset: The PRCC dataset contains 33,698 images with 221
identities, which are collected in real scenarios. The images in this
dataset are captured from three different camera views. The same per-
son under Camera A and Camera B wears the same clothes, while the
same person under Camera A and Camera Cwears different clothes. Fol-
lowing [8], the PRCC dataset is randomly split into two splits. The train-
ing split contains 150 identities, and the test split contains 71 identities.

4.2. Implementation details

The implementation in this work is based on PyTorch with one
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. All input person images are resized
to 384×128×3, and the detected head areas Ihead are resized to
64×64×3. Following [19], the OSNet used in this work is also
initialized by the ImageNet [41] pre-trained weights. The training
batch size is set to 20, and each mini-batch contains 20 person images
with 5 identities. The same data augmentation methods and optimizer

settings as [19] are used in this work for fairness. All features in Fkbody,

Fkhead and gfuse contain 512 dimensions. The parameter α is set to 0.5
following [19]. We directly set α = 0.5 to ensure the fairness of the
comparison. In the inference stage, the cosine distance is calculated for
the comparisons between query and gallery. The Cumulative Matching
Characteristics (CMC) [42] and mean Average Precision (mAP) [43]
are used to evaluate the proposed CC-ReIDmethod. For the CMCmetric,
the key Rank 1 and Rank 5 results are reported in the experimental re-
sults following almost all existing CC-ReID methods [6–11].

4.3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

4.3.1. Celeb-reID-light dataset
Table 1 shows the comparisons between the proposed IRANet and

the state-of-arts on Celeb-reID-light dataset. Both the representative
ST-ReID methods (IDE [38]+DenseNet [28], MLFN [39], HACNN [40],
MGN [20], LightMBN [19]) and CC-ReID methods (ReIDCaps [25],
ReIDCaps+ [25], AFD-Net [7], CASE-Net [6]) are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen that most ST-ReID methods behave worse than the
Table 1
Comparisons between the proposed method and the state-of-arts on the Celeb-reID-light
dataset. (Best results presented in bold font).

Method Source Rank 1 (%) Rank 5 (%) mAP (%)

IDE [38]+DenseNet [28] – 10.5 24.8 5.3
MLFN [39] CVPR 2018 10.6 31.0 6.3
HACNN [40] CVPR 2018 16.2 42.8 11.5
MGN [20] MM 2018 21.5 47.4 13.9
ReIDCaps [25] TCSVT 2019 20.3 48.2 11.2
ReIDCaps+ [25] TCSVT 2019 33.5 63.3 19.0
AFD-Net [7] IJCAI 2021 22.0 51.0 11.3
LightMBN [19] ICIP 2021 32.2 63.3 18.2
CASE-Net [6] WACV 2021 35.1 66.7 20.4
IRANet (Ours) – 46.2 72.7 25.4

6

CC-ReID methods. This phenomenon is understandable, since most ST-
ReID methods rely on the appearance information, like clothes. In the
Celeb-reID-light dataset, all instances of each person are in different
clothes. Comparing with other CC-ReIDmethods, the proposed method
can achieve better performance. Specifically, the proposed IRANet
achieves Rank 1 accuracy of 11.1% higher than CASE-Net [6], 24.2%
higher than AFD-Net [7] and 12.7% higher than ReIDCaps+ [25]. These
improvements are attributed to the importance of head area for the
cloth-changing scenarios. By contrast, the CASE-Net and AFD-Net
methods focus on mining the human shape representation, but it is dif-
ficult to mine from a single person image.

4.3.2. Celeb-reID dataset
Table 2 shows the comparisons between the proposed method and

the state-of-arts on challenging Celeb-reIDdataset. Both the representa-
tive ST-ReIDmethods (IDE [38]+DenseNet [28], Zheng et al. [44], MLFN
[39], PCB [5], HACNN [40], MGN [20], LightMBN [19]) and CC-ReID
methods (ReIDCaps [25], ReIDCaps+ [25], Qian et al. [45], AFD-Net
[7], CASE-Net [6]) are shown in Table 2. In the Celeb-reID dataset,
more than 70% instances of each person change clothes on average,
which reflects the uncertainty of the appearance information. The
LightMBN model is a light-weight model by fusing global, local and
channel-based feature, simultaneously, which achieves state-of-the-
art performance on several ST-ReID datasets. The CC-ReID methods
listed in Table 2 show the more superior results than the ST-ReID
methods, which is attributed to the identity-relevance feature learning.
The proposed IRANet method achieves 1.1% Rank 1 accuracy, 2.4% Rank
5 accuracy and 3.2% mAP accuracy higher than the ReIDCaps+method,
which reflects mining head information explicitly is more effective than
learning whether pedestrians change clothes. Moreover, comparing
with the usage of the human body shape information studied in Qian
et al. [45], AFD-Net [7], and CASE-Net [6], the proposed method also
achieves the better performance, which validates the importance of
the head area for CC-ReID. It is more straightforward to learn identity-
sensitive property from the head part, rather than barely extract the im-
plicit shape representation. It can be found that the Rank 1 results of all
methods on the Celeb-reID-light dataset are worse than the results on
Celeb-reID dataset due to the challenging setting of Celeb-reID-light
dataset. Most methods listed in Table 1 achieve higher mAP accuracy,
since the Celeb-reID-light dataset is a light version of the Celeb-reID
dataset. Moreover, the proposed method obtains higher improvements
with other references on the Celeb-reID-light dataset than on the Celeb-
reID dataset, which can better illustrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method in the cloth-changing scene.

4.3.3. PRCC dataset
The comparisons with other representative ST-ReID methods

(Zheng et al. [44], HACNN [40], MGN [20], PCB [5], HPM [46], LightMBN
[19]) and CC-ReIDmethods (SPT [8], GI-ReID [9], CASE-Net [6], AFD-Net
Comparisons between the proposed method and the state-of-arts on the Celeb-reID
dataset. (Best results presented in bold font).

Method Source Rank 1 (%) Rank 5 (%) mAP (%)

IDE [38]+DenseNet [28] – 42.9 56.4 5.9
Zheng et al. [44] TOMM 2017 36.3 54.5 7.8
MLFN [39] CVPR 2018 41.4 54.7 6.0
PCB [5] ECCV 2018 37.1 57.0 8.2
HACNN [40] CVPR 2018 47.6 63.3 9.5
MGN [20] MM 2018 49.0 64.9 10.8
ReIDCaps [25] TCSVT 2019 51.2 65.4 9.8
ReIDCaps+ [25] TCSVT 2019 63.0 76.3 15.8
Qian et al. [45] ACCV 2020 50.9 66.3 9.8
AFD-Net [7] IJCAI 2021 52.1 66.1 10.6
LightMBN [19] ICIP 2021 59.2 74.5 15.2
CASE-Net [6] WACV 2021 66.4 78.1 18.2
IRANet (Ours) – 64.1 78.7 19.0



Table 3
Comparisons between our proposedmethod and the state-of-arts on PRCC dataset. “Cloth-
changing” and “Same clothes” denote the settings for CC-ReID and ST-ReID, respectively.
(Best results presented in bold font).

Method Source Cloth-changing Same clothes

Rank 1 (%) mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP (%)

Zheng et al. [44] TOMM 2017 19.1 – 76.3 –
HACNN [40] CVPR 2018 21.8 – 82.5 –
MGN [20] MM 2018 33.8 35.9 99.5 98.4
PCB [5] ECCV 2018 41.8 38.7 99.8 97.0
SPT [8] TPAMI 2019 34.4 – 64.2 –
HPM [46] AAAI 2019 40.4 37.2 99.4 96.9
GI-ReID [9] arXiv 2021 37.6 – 86.0 –
CASE-Net [6] WACV 2021 39.5 – 71.2 –
AFD-Net [7] IJCAI 2021 42.8 - 95.7 -
LightMBN [19] ICIP 2021 50.0 50.7 100.0 99.4
IRANet (Ours) – 54.9 53.0 99.7 97.8
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[7]) on the PRCC dataset are shown in Table 3. Under the “Cloth-chang-
ing” setting, the images captured from Camera C are treated as queries,
while the images captured from Camera B are treated as queries under
the “Same clothes” setting. The images captured from Camera A are
used as a gallery set for two settings. The ST-ReID methods are indeed
not tested on the PRCC dataset, due to the different scenarios. Therefore,
the results collected from the existing CC-ReID work [6,26] are shown
for fairness. Specially, the LightMBN is treated as the baseline in our
work, and we rerun this method on the PRCC dataset. Under the
“Cloth-changing” setting, the proposed method exceeds other com-
pared methods, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed IRANet.
Under the “Same clothes” setting, although the IRANet does not outper-
form the LightMBN method, it still achieves competitive results.

Specially, the gap between the IRANet and LightMBN under the
“Same clothes” setting is because the same attention is paid to both
the human body and head. This phenomenon is very common in
existing CC-ReID works. Specifically, LightMBN is one of the most
state-of-the-art ST-ReID methods, which performs well under the
“Same clothes” setting. For LightMBN, it highlights the whole body fea-
tures, containing the appearance representation, e.g., clothing informa-
tion, as identity feature for re-identification. However, both ourmethod
and other existing CC-ReID methods are specially designed to address
the cloth-changing problem. To this end, more attention is paid to the
limited identity-relevance regions, such as head area, human body
shape, and gait information, rather than the clothing information that
is suitable for the “Same clothes” setting. The challenging setting of
the CC-ReID task makes the mining of the identity features difficult.
Even so, the proposed IRANet can still achieve competitive performance
under the “Same clothes” setting. To balance the performance of the
proposed method under the “Cloth-changing” and “Same clothes” set-
tings, we pay the same attention to both head features and body fea-
tures to avoid complicated hyper-parameter selection.

4.4. Ablation studies

The ablation studies on key components in the IRANet under the
cloth-changing setting are shown in Table 4. In this work, the LightMBN
Table 4
Ablation results of key components on three datasets under the cloth-changing setting. (Best r

Method Celeb-reID-light

Rank 1 (%) Rank 5 (%) mAP (%)

Baseline 32.2 63.3 18.2
IRANet w/o Body&HGA 28.3 61.7 17.0
IRANet w/o Body 33.2 63.8 18.6
IRANet w/o Head&HGA 32.1 66.5 19.7
IRANet w/o Head 35.4 65.4 19.5
IRANet w/o HGA 41.8 70.7 24.9
IRANet (Ours) 46.2 72.7 25.4
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method is used as the baseline, and the results of the improvements
based on the baseline are shown for fairness. The method “IRANet w/o
Body&HGA” denotes the proposed IRANet with only head embedding
used, while “IRANet w/o Body” denotes the proposed IRANet with
head embedding and HGA module. The method “IRANet w/o
Head&HGA” denotes the proposed IRANet with only body embedding
used, while “IRANet w/o Head” denotes the proposed IRANet with
body embedding and HGA module. By comparing methods “IRANet w/
o Body&HGA”, “IRANet w/o Body”, and baseline, it can be seen that
only using the head area is still not enough to distinguish identities
under the cloth-changing setting. A similar phenomenon about the in-
fluence of body embedding can also be found by comparing the base-
line, “IRANet w/o Head&HGA”, and “IRANet w/o Head”. Moreover, it
can be seen that the method “IRANet w/o HGA” achieves 7.9% mAP ac-
curacy on the Celeb-reID-light dataset, 6.2% mAP accuracy on the
Celeb-reID dataset, and 16.3%mAP accuracy on the PRCC dataset higher
than the method “IRANet w/o Body&HGA”. This result reflects that the
fusion of body and head embedding is better than the situation where
only head embedding is used. The comparisons between “IRANet w/o
Head&HGA” and “IRANet w/o HGA” can also be used to prove that the
fusion of body and head embeddings is better than the situation
where only body embedding is used. The fusion of body embedding
and head embedding can help tomine the human shape representation
and head information, like facial features and head type. The compari-
sons among “IRANet w/o Body”, “IRANet w/o Head” and “IRANet” can
also be used to verify the effectiveness of the fusion of body and head
embeddings when the HGA module is used. By comparing “IRANet”
with “IRANet w/o HGA”, it can be found that the HGA module can fur-
ther improve the performance of fused identity features, since the
head area can guide the feature learning of the body embedding branch.

Fig. 5 shows the visualization of the learned features on the challeng-
ing Celeb-reID-light dataset via t-SNE [47]. In Fig. 5, there are 10 differ-
ent identities that are used to extract features by LightMBN and IRANet,
each of which is shown in a unique color. To ensure the fairness of eval-
uation, only body features are used as identity features. From the com-
parison between lightMBN and IRANet, it can be seen that the features
learned by LightMBN are relatively scattered, while the features learned
by our IRANet are more compact and easy to distinguish. This phenom-
enon is attributed to the learned identity-relevance features guided by
human head area in our work.
4.5. Feature visualization

To qualitatively analyze the proposed IRANet, the visualization of ac-
tivation maps learned by the proposed method is shown in Fig. 6. Here,
the showed activation maps are the outputs of the global embedding in

the IRANet, namely FbodyG . The activation maps can reflect what charac-
teristics the learned model pays more attention to. From the compari-
sons among the three datasets, it can be seen that the highlights of
learned activationmaps on the Celeb-reID-light and Celeb-reID datasets
are more centralized, while the results on the PRCC dataset are more
dispersive. This phenomenon is mainly caused by the quality of the im-
ages, since the imageswith higher resolution aremuch easier to find the
esults presented in bold font).

Celeb-reID PRCC

Rank 1 (%) Rank 5 (%) mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP (%)

59.2 74.5 15.2 50.0 50.7
49.9 67.8 12.2 37.9 35.4
52.0 69.0 12.6 38.8 35.0
55.4 72.5 14.1 49.9 50.8
57.4 74.0 14.9 50.3 51.7
62.3 78.5 18.4 51.3 51.7
64.1 78.7 19.0 54.9 53.0



Fig. 5. Visualization of the learned features on the Celeb-reID-light dataset via t-SNE.
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detailed identity cues, like fine-grained head information. More specifi-
cally, it can be found that high attention is paid to the human head area.
This phenomenon further represents that the human head area is criti-
cal for the CC-ReID task.

From the results in the first row in Fig. 6, it can be observed that the
human faces are clear enough, so both the baseline method and IRANet
paymore attention to the face area.Moreover, ourmethod aims tomine
the identity cues from the human head area. It can be seen that our
method highlights the whole head area including the face area. From
the results in the second and third rows in Fig. 6, it can be seen that
when the face is occluded or blurred, our method can not only focus
on the head area of the pedestrian, but also consider the shape charac-
teristics at the same time. However, the baseline method is easily af-
fected in these situations. The images on the PRCC dataset are
relatively obscure, and the learned activation maps have the larger re-
sponses on the head, arms, hands, legs and feet of pedestrians. Although
the instances on the PRCC dataset may change the clothes, the shape
representation can still be taken into account by focusing the arms,
hands, legs and feet simultaneously. Despite this, the human head
area is also crucial for the CC-ReID task by observing the results on the
PRCC dataset.
Fig. 6. Visualization of raw person images and the activation maps learned by LightMBN
and our IRANet. The raw person images sampled from the Celeb-reID-light, Celeb-reID,
and PRCC datasets, respectively. Each row shows two cloth-changing samples of each
dataset.
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5. Conclusion

This paper presents the IRANet model for the CC-ReID task by min-
ing the identity-relevance information from the human head area. The
designed human head detection module can localize the human head
rather than only detect the visible facial region by the dense human
parsing estimation. The more discriminative identity features can be
learned with the guidance of the head embedding in the high-level se-
mantic space. Moreover, the fusion of the body embedding and head
embedding helps relieve the head occlusion problem. Extensive exper-
iments conducted on three challenging CC-ReID datasets show the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed IRANet. In this work, the same attention is
paid to the human body and head embeddingwhich can avoid the com-
plicated hyper-parameter selection. However, the more flexible online
fusion method needs further studying to better balance two different
identity features.
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